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The idea of justice is a bit blurry, I think that first of all it is the idea of having a just justice. Which 
mean making sure that first every body are considered the same in front of justice regardless of social 
rank, and that people does not suffer from a bad judgement ( innocent becoming criminals and vice 
versa ).  

In everyday life, you cannot always express justice since you are not always the judge. But let say that 
you are a parrent with 2 kid that allways fight over each other and you need to reward and punish each 
of your child. In this case, the child must not be punished for the actions of the other one. You must ear 
the story of both kids, which can be full of lies, you must remove any prejudice from your judgement 
and you must give sentence which is relative to the gravity of the bad action.  

In the same virtue, we can also consider the aspect of cheating. Cheating consist in not respecting a set 
of established rules. I can't think of a situation where cheating can be a good action. Generally people 
cheat in order to gain easily something with less efforts. People generally see cheater as people who lack 
of courage and does not respect others. Also consider than when you cheat there is always a winner and 
a loser. In other words, cheating brings you only trouble.  

� Love no one more than the truth, for Justice seeks no favor.  
� Temper thy justice with understanding.  
� True justice satisfies all, false none.  
� Let justice be thy calling not thy excuse.  
� Many a grave has been unjustly filled in the name of justice.  
� Justice is truth in action.  
� A good life is inspired by love and guided by knowledge.  
� Justice is hardest to find at the point of a sword, the steel is an agent of justice, humanity the  
� perpetrator. 

� To take the gold of others is injustice not soon forgotten. Take only thy due.  
� Attack not a peaceful citizen for that action deserves strict punishment.  
� Kill not a non-evil beast for ethy deserve not death, even if in hunger they attack thee. 
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Thou shalt confess to thy crime and suffer its just punishment, or thou shalt be put to death.  
Lord Blackthorn  

A punishment is not necerarily required for a crime. A punishment must not be a revenge for the crime 
the person has made. The punishment must be something that will send the criminal in reflexion with 
himself so that he can change his behavior in the future. Torturing a prisoner, for example, won't help 
him to get on the right path. In fact, it might make him worst. The best punishment will make the 
prisoner learn something.  


